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NATIONALSECURITYANDTHE
NUCLEARTESTBAN

(Below .,. w.priited the major po-rtic+w of an article whbh
appeared in the Scientific Awwrican of October 1964, bg Dm.
Jerome B. W%es-nerand Herbert F. York. The autkors have
bmg been g0WW7WlWt 007t8UhWttS ,W 8Ck71Ce cd @litcZTll

policy: Dr. Wiesner was most ?wcentlu stience ad~tier to
President Kennedy; Dr. York, ftrst direotw of the Livewnore
Laboratory, tom later divector of defen$e research and engi-
neering in the Pentagon.)

The partial nuclear-test ban—the internatioti treaty that
prohibits nuclear explosions. m the atmosphere, in the oceans
and in outer space--has been in effect for a little more than
a year. From July, 1945, when the tirst atomic bomb was
set off in New Mexico, until August,’. 1963, when the U.S.
completed its last series of atmospheric bomb tests in the
Pacific, the accumulated tonnage of nuclear explosions had
been doubling every three years. Contamination of the
atmosphere by fission products and by the secondary products
of irradiation (notably the long-lived carbon 14) was aP-

~ preaching a level (nearly 10 percent of tlie natural back-
ground radiation) that alarmed many biologists. A chart
plotting the accumulation of radioactive products can also
be read as a chart of the acceleration in the arms race.

Now, for a year, the curve has ffatt=ed Out. from tie
objective record it can be said that the improvement of botb
the physical and tbe political atmosphere’ of the world has
fulfilled at least the shotirange expectations of those who
advocated and worked for the test ban. In and of itself the
treaty does no more than moderate the continuing arms race.
It is ‘nonetheless, as President Kennedy said, “an important
first ste~a step toward peace, a step toward reason, a step
away from war.”

The passage of a year also makes it possible to place in
perspective and evaluate certain misgivings that have been
expressed about the effect on U.S. national security of the
suspension of the testing of nuclear weapons in the atmos-
phere. These misgivings principally involve the technology
of nuclear armament. National security, of course, involves
moral questions and human value+politieal, social, economic
and psychologicati questions as well as technological ones.
Since no one is an expert in “zI1 the disciplines of knowledge
concerned, it is necessary to consider one class of such ques-
tions at a time, always with tbe caution that such considera-
tion is incomplete. As scientists who have been engaged
for most of our profewicma.1 lifetimes in consultation ,on this
country’s military policy and in the active deTelOpment of
tbe weapons themselves, we shall devote the present discus-
sion primarily to the technological questions. . . .

TECHNICAL CASE STUDY :100 MEGATON BOMB
,-. The point is well illustrated by the 100-megaton nuclear

bomb. Whether or not it is necessary, in the interests of
- national security, to test and deploy a bomb with a yield in

the range of 100 megatons was much discussed during the
test-ban debates. The bomb was frequently referred to”is the

(Continued on Page 2)

FASSTATEMENT011CHINESE”TEST
(Tke FAS Executive Committee L&ued the following stat.-

wwnt on October ?fO.)

China’s entry into the “nuclear family” emphasizes the fact
that nuclear secrets do not keep. The only way to prevent
the spread of nuclear agns is by means of enforced inter-
national agreements.

To be sure; China’s action poses no immediate threat to
our security; there is’ no need to resume atmospheric testing
in response. It will take many years for China to de.?elop
a significant arsenal of weapons and the means to deliver
them.

From the long range point of view, however, as .eich ad.
ditional nation develops its own nuclear arms, the security
of every nation is decreased. The wider the spread of
nuclear weapons, the greater tb,e chance of their being used
and, consequently, the @eater the eh?.me of starting a war
that could quickly escalate to involve and destroy z‘ large
part of civilization.

The Federation ,of American Scientists urges our Govern-
ment and all nations to work with a, renewed sense of urgency
for enforced agreements to control the nwlew arms ram.
The Test Ban Treaty-which was ratified one year age--is a
step in the right direction. But it is only a first step. Unless
followed by much more comprehensive arqangernents, the
present trend towards expandfng the “nuclear family” will
continue. If humanity is’ to surviye, the’ trend must ‘be
reversed while there is still time.

CIiINESEBOMBTEST
Announcement of Communist China’s first nuclear explosion

on October 16 increased to five tbe number of the “nuclear
club,” and to two (with France) the active violators of the
effort to ban atmospheric tests.’

Although the Chinese bomb test has long been predicted
by U.S. officials (most recently by Secretary Rusk, at the
end of September), the advanced techniques used in this
test were a great surprise. Observers had &pected that the
first test would use plutonium &d a relatively simple ‘@b-
arrel>’ trigger such as was used in the Hiroshima bomb
(and in the. first French test). However, the AEC announced
that analysis of the radioactive debris showed that the
Chinese bomb was fired by the more difdeult” implosion teeh-
nique and, evm” more unexpectedly, that it used ummimn-235.
Separation of U-235 by the gaseous diffusion” requires far
more advanced technology (in the design of diffusion bar.
riers as well as pumps and valves for handling the corrosive
uranium iiexatluoride) than does production of plutonium in
a nuclear reactor. A. diffusion plant also requires much more
capital and construction outlays, and huge’ amounts of elec-
tricity to operate. (The United States> three gas diff”sicm
plants used abont 10 percent of the country’s electric poww
when they were running at full production.) While there
had been newspaper stories of a gas diffusion plant under
construction near Lanchow, there were no reports that mch
a plant was actually producing U-235. Observers had thought

(Continued on Page 6)
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,NATIONAL SECURITY AND THE ~~THIRD ATOMS-FOR-PEACE CO~~ERENCE: ‘:,,, ‘, ~ , ,,.,

MATURITY’ IN THE NUCLE@~OWER lhlDUSTt@~j ,. NLlOLEAR TEST BAN”

The Third I&&tional At’oms_fOr.Peace ‘G&f&rice, held”
early in September at Geneva, may have seemed “bigger and
betir ~ ~ver;~ but at least one reviewer Of tbe scene

there has raised several questions as to the ndue of this
activi@’.’ Thus, an artfcle ii the Sept&mber issue of “Nuclear
Industry: the monthly’ magazine of, the’ Atomic industrial
Forum, has stated that “the general imprisiidn’ seemed” to’
be that while [the Geneva Co@erence~ had doubtless been a
success, it was, hard @ ,WX’ just yhatiii .Wd $+ccOrn@isfied or
to b+ entirely sure that it had been worth the effort?! One
reason for this conclusion, according’ ti the: @fc% fS that
a strong future for nuclear power has ilre’ady been” taken
for granted and ~:%hete was. MtW.neeif for” Conlirmtitiori of
%his fact by the ‘coiifeience.. Tbtis; whik’pro~~ms maY’ ~
“IAYarim.ii” ‘stkgei of de+elbpmenb’ in df!R<ept ‘countries and
may be suffering growing pains of one’ sort’ Or imotber,’ no
.g.ne.s::.rns to .donbt that nuclear, power ‘will emerge a strong
economic factor. Furthermore: ;&e “Nuclear In@t&’ “ti-
title’ continueti, “the complexities, Prob14ms And limitations
of mmlem electric generation’ kre ‘equally well imnferstood-
particukwly the problems that stem from specific local sitna-
tion-d they too are accepted as a fact of life?’ All of
this is by way of. saying that theze i? now a degree.@ Wa-
turity fn the nuclear industzy. .:. ‘ ~~::. ~~

There seems” to have beeu. an” jif Of’ ?W@rcial+ at
we conference.. Tbi8 W% the iestit Of a .y+ain @6unt’ of
infighting over the merits of mdaus pr?,d+~, fid r’?actOr
methods. This was probably inevitable as individual manu-
facturers and even national’ prog?amslnive become niore and
more committed to”’certiih io~ies” Of %fctiti~~a~ng “vaving
degrees of success.

,.

As an example, .tiree .Russiai! &@& P&&i!$$. ? COri-
ference report whicli showed @@ We, ,Soyk$ .nucle~, power
program is strikingly parallel ,jn directi?! %! 6mP%si? @
U.S. efforts, except for cost fimes 9:.:*?. Plats. ‘We?e
showed the estimated construction COSt.Of, a P@t. ~ the
U.S.S.R. was about 40 percent higher than that of a compar-
able U.S. plant and that the delivery cost of ~Iectiic~fV was
about 15 percent higher. Eos&et, ?Qe, 0( ,@e EU8slan au-
thors told a news conference that costs ‘of the two plants are
really comparable. In effect, he challenged the accuracy of
c&t estimates of tIie American. plant,. wbi$h was the..n.ew
power. llant at Oyster Greek, N. J. ~ The. .&ures had also
been questioned privately by British. .?xperts at the..meeting.
However, U.S. officials there defemded.we estimates as :bejng
“very good ones.” (W. Post, 9/1.) ,.

Despite this:kind of claim Wd courii+?tiaim! “&&&e ad
rebuttal, there stiIlwere,a ceordingt &the’’ Nwcleac Indws$ry”
article, intangible .beneftts tx.be derived from@e. conference
in the oppotinitiesitti o~dfieeti ousad%d:swcidkts
and administrators to meet and talk.,

Further the conference servwas’a fciiwm forim&tint
policy statements. For example, atan ~orinr$i~oirnation
meeting sponsored by th~ A@mie I@istkial Forurn; +EC
Cha@nan Seaborg:md, otieiAEC,05 ehls.?n:were~ ques-
WODSon the newpriva~ otierkhip law, mdl~,’?rnplications
forreactoropq-a@rs abroad (%e Ne@e,t@,9/64.) .,. “,

FinWy,them wai a..cert-ain amount Of.~eYCbIfO&&iOn
to comeout of the conference,.not. only tithe: individual
papem dedtig with speeifbpoints bu?.also i%tl% bred.er
studies and discussions. “Nuclear Industry’’. concludes, that,
taking all these factors inhaccoun~,it seems’ likelyt hat
U.N. ofiicials and advisers may decide against putting time,
effort and money into af.onrth meeting. While thetho.usands
of delegates might agree witk this opinion, they mightalso
feel that in au. imdednable way they m@i@d, from this. Third
International Atoms-for-Peace Conference.

“fContinued from ‘Page 1)
,.*.

.}
“big” bomb, as if the bombs now in the U.S. arsenal were
somehow not big. The absurdity of this notion is almost
enough by itself to settle the argument. A cme.inegaton .kmb
is already about 50 times bigger than the bomb that p~?d$c!d
100,000 casualties at Hiroshima, and 10 megatons is ‘of the
same -order of magnitude as the grand total of all high ex-
plosives wad m,,+ wars..to date. ,Other ,@c~iCal considera-
tions “that surround this question are nonethehsk+ Murntiiting
and worth e~lori~.

There is, first (of all, .$be‘,:@ctics” of the missile race. The
purpose of a tiissfle sfstkii is W. be...ib[e...to: destioy or, per-
haps more accurately, able to threaten to destroy enemy
targets.,, NO matter what the, ,statesrn~, mi!it+~, P’= and
rnoriliits On “each’,sii&’”rnay’.’th@$ “if: ,,tb: natio.?al” cb:r8cter-
‘istics,. cipa,~ilit.i+ and morality .$if,the Oth$,r,Side, no rn@er

what arguments may he made about who IS aggressive atid
.wh~.fi...not. q+ who. &@ion@ and .who..is, riO$,the” military
,pl+e~: ,on,,each siif[; must ,reckori with the ,pos’sibility tiiat
the” &t.hii side’. will at&ck “I&t,. This’ means Wit abo~e all
else the ‘planner ‘must assure tlie sufii,yal of .i MIRWient pro-
portion of his own force, following the heaviest surprise
attack the other side, might mount, to launch a retaliatory
attack. Moreover, if the force. is, to .be. effective as a detqr-
rent to .a fist strike, its capaci~., to sur?+’e and yreak
rwenge and even. win, whatever. that may. mean, must., be
apparent to the other: side.

&ve,ti appi&hes,, “in ‘fac~, can, $+ @j& {o assuie thi
survival of a, spflicient missile force, ‘iiftf+r’a ~first. .*** on, it.
The. most. pr,actiid of t.lies.e‘are: (1) “’harderiingj$ ~,at is,
&ect: jmotedion agaii@ phjsic.il. damage; 72),” “concealment,
.jrkludirig s“bteti,ug; aid, as, ii tle ,case “@*6 Polaris’ sub,- .-
marine missile+,, ,rnob~itj, arid (3) ,nurnbersi, that i,s, presen%
iig more jiigefs ~ban the ‘attiickjr. c@ possibly’ cope,, WiW.
The most si.iaightfotiard ,,and.,:ei%$in. ,of these ‘is the ,Iast:
numbers. For the vkalth%i adversary it is’ also the easiest,
because he, cam attah: .absolu$e suwriority ,in numbers. A
large number of ywapons .is also a good tac$ic fw the power
adversary, because numbers, even, in. the absence. of absolute
,superiority ,.can hopelessly frustrate efforts, to loqate all
targets. ,..

, !llheie,. is’ ti unavoidable, &de++-T,’” how&eri, “betweeii the
number “and,the size of”,weapons.. “The, cost, of ‘a ‘tii.iiiie. ”de-
pends on many factors; one 6f the most; “i,tip&&t ‘being
gross size or weight. Unless one stretches “th& state of the
art?..* far :ti, the direction of sophisti~tion, ,~d.,@datur-
.izatbm, the cost of. .a Wiwile tumw out ,“@ ,be rOughlY;”.PlOl?Or-
tional to, i~ weight, ,jf ,othe.vise identical desi~, criteria are
used., The protective structures needed for hardening or .tbe
capacity of sab~ines nqeded to carry ,tie.rnissile also have
a cost r,oug.bly proportional .@ the vokque, of.. the missile.
Some. of the ,,ancfilcqy ,equip~ent ,~w. a .@ .proportionq to
$he sige of, the: missile and ~me, does not;; ,some, operational
expendities vw, directly @h, size ox weight and some do
not.. The. cost of thp wWh+ad. generally does not, .although
the more powetiul warhead rqquires, $$e Iargem missile. It
:is. not, possible. to put all. these factww tOgeth?r,.& .Precise
bookkeeping: fore, but it is. Wrrect .,to say that the. cOSt Of
a m~siie,. eomplet~ ad ready f o?, firing, inc.reasw soit!ewhat
mom slowly than, Iiqearly with its size.

US. EMPHASIS ON SMALLER MISSILES
On the other hand-considering “hard” targets, ?nlx-the

effecftieness of’ a missile increases moie slOWly thin ‘cost as
+ size of t@e missile goes UP. The,,re,+sqq @ that: the radius ‘.
of blast d+niag+, which is the primary, ,effec~ ernplo@ against
a hamf target, increases only as the “cube root” ,of. thi yield
and because” yield has a more O; less ~$ect @ation to weight.
Against, ‘%oft>>targets, Meariing population centers tid Con-

(Continued on,,Page 3j
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reritiomil militiry ’b&s~ even: &iniall’$ bombs are cotnpl+ely
efiective, and nothing is gained by increasing yield. Given
finite resources, eyen. in. the. wealthiest. econo~y,, it, would
seem prudent to: accept. ,smaller size in ordez, to get larger
numbers. ,.On.any scale of investment, in fact, the ,combina-
tion of larger numbers, and smaller size. results in ~W.eater
effectiveness for,.,the. missile system as a whole, as, contrasted
to the. :ei?ectiveness .of .a single missile.

This “’ltie of reasoning has; for some years, ,formed the
basis’ of u.S. mi&,ile’ pdlicg. The iadministiation” of Pr&ident
Eisenhower,, wh~’ faced” “~th’ the, choice 6f bigger missiles
(the ‘liquid-fueled Atias ~d T&m w.w!+ts) as agzinsti smaller
missiles (the solid:fuele”d Mimitenian and Polaris rockets ),’ de.
tided to produce many more of the smaller missiles. The
administration of @sident, Kenn&,y rndepe.ndently confirmed
this decision and increased the ratio of smaller to larger
missiles in the nation;s armament. .,During the test-ban
hearings it was r&eid&3 tliat’ tl/6 U.S. ‘nuclear armament in-
cluded bombs of 23.megaton yield and bigber, carried by
bombers. !Reeefitly @-uS R. Vatice, Undek Secretary of De-
fense, indicated that the Air .Fomie has been retiring these
large bombs,@ favor o! smaller ones.. Th:re,are ,presumably
no, t@@ts +at call for ‘d+ nse of SUCh”enormous explosions...... ,, ,,

,..
DETERMINANTS’ OF MISSIEE EFFECTIVENESS’

‘@ argument “that,&+ys it. is& &itical for U.S. national
&ecuri& to. build very “big bombs, ~d missiles. fails completely
wh~ it is .exarniped,iu, @ms. of ,,the strictly ~c~iml facwm
wa~, detqmine: the effectiveness @ a missile attik. In. addi.
tipn, to Wploaiye yield, $he IU@Cipal, f actors we the number
of miss’iles, the overall reliability of each missile and the ac-
curacy with which it can be delivered to its target. The
effectiveness of the attack-the likelihood that a given target
will be destroyed%a-b e-described by’ a number called the
‘<’kill probability,> (~k,) ..” Tbiii number dipends on the number
of missiles (N), I?m:hed .at the,,,.target,,,the rd$abil!ty (?)
of each “missile ,and, the r$jicl, of ~the radius, ,of damage (Rk)
effected, by each missile ,@ the accuracy. @th whic~. the
missiles’ are delivered to the kiget (CEP). The “@Yrn“CEP,>>
which, stWds for “ck-cu& error probable,,> irn”plies that the
distribution” d ? large number of ~@ aro~.nd a given &get
will, $QllO~ i sfinwrd. SWOZ,we; actually, for, ,a var@@ of
reasons’ (which ticltide the i+s,ince, of, ?y?tema,tii eqors,
coupling betwe% .i&rtiin ‘~+i~?:- ~ e~or, Wd the sporadic
natime ,of the’ lai&& ‘error “factors.}. :the disk+ibution does not
really follow i‘ sta~diii.d: “+qr, .:v,+:., The terp.,.’’EPE>’> is
still useful,, boyeve,r, &d ca,n be de@ed simply ,as the circle
within which half of a large number of identical missiles
would fall.

~. Now, in the case of a soft target, Rk is very large for tbe
present range of warhead fields in the U.S. arsenal. The
reason, is that soft large$s are so highly vulnerable to all the
“prompt” effects (particularly the incendiary effect) “of ther-
monuclear :iveap6is. The rabge of these effects, modified by
various attenua$i?u ,.,f@ors, ,rwreases approximately as the
square root’ or” ‘the cube root of the yield at large distances.
IIndez these. circumstances, ‘given the accuracy of existing
fire-control .,sy5terns, the ratio Rk/CEP is large and the like.
lihood that the +ar@t will be destroyed becomes practically
independent of this ratio. Instead Pk depends p~imarily on y,
the reliability of the missile. If r is near unity, then a single
missile (.V=l ) will do the job; if r is not near unity, the”
success in the attack calls for an offsetting increase in the
number of missiles [Pk = 1 — (1 — r) N]. In either case
changes in Rk make iittle difiereme. That is to say, a “big,,
bomb cazmot destroy a soft target any more surely than a
“small” one can.

When it comes to hard targets, the ratio WCIGEP becomes
much smaller even for bombs of high yield. The blast effects
—including the nound rupture, deformation and shock sm..

rounding tbe cra,~ ,of a s~ac~, bu~gt-hnve comparatively
small radii at intensities: .suflicient to overcome hardening.
Moreover, as merititiddd above, ‘the rxdii of these effects in-
crease only as the ,:ube root. of, the, yield. This rule of thumb
is modified wmewbat iribotii directions by the duration of the
blast pulse? local, variations in ,ge.olggy ,a~d. other factors, but
it is .susta].ned .by ,.a“’v,o~urnin+is: ~e,m+, f +* weapons tests.
Since the”radius of blast dcihpge. + qf we .sarne {~der, of size
as the circular. kiior pkobab~e,.or smaller the ratio. ~k/CEP,.. ,... ?
must be reckoneL”,vifth in ‘~”’ at.@ek, pn” a .J@d’. target. Y@
even. in this, situation ,$he ctibe, root: ,o*,,i given incriase in
yield would ,c?.ntribute, rnuch. 1sss’ ,to,,,~u~ce?p“.tii~” a‘ COrn-
par?ble investment in ,numbera., {eliab~~~ ox accuracy..,

Yield is of course a product of ihe, yield-to-weight ratio
of the nucleam explosive employed in: the warhead: multiplied
by the weight of” the .#arhead. In onbir tO gahi. significmit
increases.. in tbe R.rst of these t% C@utities f.ufiher nuclear
tests would. be.necessary.’ Increase in tbe weight of the” war.
head, on tbe otlier hand; calls for. biiger. arid more el%ient
missiles. Jn the present “stat& of the art, efforts to improve
CEP and reliability as will as weight-carrying capacity hold
out more promise than efforts to improve the yield-to-,weigbt
ratio. Tbe reason is that missile design, and contq?l involve
less, mature a@ 1+ss fully exploited”: fechnobsgf{s, “wan ~tbe
technolo~ of’ riucIear wartx+ids. Find~y;, an iri$f:a:e in tbe
niimber, of missiles, althotig~riot, n$ce$#arily cheap, promises
tiore .?Jmiigbtfotird wicl assuiied” resqfta,’ +,$ “fr$<tio:id
increase in yield-to-weight ratio. Of ’81! %be ‘various’ poimib!e
@chnical approaches, to improv@S ,the.military effectiveness
“of an offensive rn)ssile force, therefore, the, only one ,~t calls
for test~g (,yhe~er ‘udergrou~d or, in, the,qtmosphere), ,is
t~e. one,,that. offers the smallest prospect of retuzn. ~

Suppose, however, ‘a: new analysis, based on iiiform@imi
not previously considered; ~i+himld shdw tliat it is ii fact
necessary b inco~orste’ the 100~rnegaton bomb ii: the U.S.
arsenal,’ Can this be’ done without’ ftirther .’~eapi,np ~‘t&sta?
theansxier isyes.. ;. . . ~~ ! . ‘ ‘ ~~ . . ~~

WEAPONS EFFECTS ALREADY KNOW”N” ‘. ,: ‘,

The. extensive series .of weapons tests cirried out by’ tbe
U.S.-involving the detonation of.. several bum%ed nuclear
bombs and device%have yielded ‘two ,imp.mt.ant ..bodies of
information.,. They, have,. sho.sm how t@ bring, the.. CWunt#s
nuclear str~irtg foroe. ,to its, p.res.en%stat& (of: high eli%ctive.
ness. And they ,have ~~demonstrated the. :,M%WS 02 mmlear
weapons over a wide range of. yields:,. ;::, .; r . ~~,

Altho”gb renewed atmospheric, testing, wo~d.’ “i6ntri&te
some refinement to the data on weapons eflects; thd ifiwmia-
tion would be, at, best;, of marginal. .v+l”+ Such @@nents
cotithiue”. to be so””ght. in, the “ndei-gmmn.d:. tests -that ire
countenanced under the partial test ban. From this work
may also come some reductions in the cost of weapons, mod-
est improvement in yieldTti.7w.*Lk.ra@.~.:,de~i:~ tO-,1111,~
the spectrum of tactical :riicl+$i ,,w&otis i+m?,::so=on. Tkere
is little else to jwtify the efTort and expemiitmw Xflw-~o-
gram is said by some to be necWsary,: for: exampb+ to %he
development of a pure fusion bomb, sometimes refeiired to
as the %e”tron bomb?, It is foi-t”nate +hat t,h@ %c+ore~iallg
possible (stars are pure fusion sjst&&) +le.iiie%ai++iindd
out to be so hig~y ,,d&ult to createyif it werenelatimly
simple, its develb~emt. might ,open the ,way.ttj tb,-&&,titi&ab
armament for the smallest and poorest powers in the world.
The U. S., with its heavy investment in fission-to-fusion tech-
nology, would be the last nation to welcome this development
and Ought to be the last to encourage it. IJnder*O”nd ~~t.
ing is also justified for its contribution to the potential
peaceful mes of nuclear explosives. Promising as these may
be, the world m“ld forego them for a time in exchange for
cessation of. the arms race. Perhaps the best rationale for
the underground-test program is that it helps to keep the
scientific laboratories of the military establishment intact and
in readiness-in readiness, however, for a full-scale resump-
tion of the arms race.

(Continued on Page 4)
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“ AtiiMI&31LE DEFE.N~E UNLIKELY

Paradoxically, one of the potential destabilizing elements
“In~we present nuclear standoff is the possibility that one of
the rival powers might develop’ a successful antimissile de-
fense. Such a system, triiy airtiiht and in the exclusive
possession of one of the powers, would effectively nullify the
deterrent force of the other, exposing the latter to a first
attack agakist which it could not retaliate. The possibilities
in this quarter have often been cited in rationalization of the
need for rdsuming nuclear tests* the. atmosphere. Here two
questions must be e%amined. One must first ask if it is
possible” to develop a successful antimissile defense system.
It then becomes appropriate to consider whether or not
nuclear weapons ‘tests can ‘Inake a significant contribution
to such a development.

&y nation .@bt commits itseff to large-scale defense .f
I&, ,“iivilt ii,p,op”lation “ii tlii ,therm$nuwlear age inust ,nec-
,essar~~ reckon with. passive. ..modes of defense (shelters)
as well as active ones (antimissile missiles). It is in the
active mode, however, that the hazard ‘of technological sur-
prise most often larks. The ~zard invites consideration if
only, for. the deeper insight it provides into the contemporary
revolution m the. technology of war.

The primary st@egic result of that revolution has, been
to overbalance the, scales, in favor of the attacker rather
thin the defender., .During ‘World War 11 interception of no
more than 10 percent M the attacking fOrCe gave victiw
w tie d+nding force in the Battle ‘of Britain. AtitiOn Of
this ma@itude was enough to halt the German attack be-
cause. it niesnt that ‘a giyen weapons-deliverp system (bomber
and crew) could deliver on the iverage only 10 payloads of
high explosive; such, ,a, delii$my, rat? was nOt sufficient to
produce backbreaking dagxage. ‘In warfaze by tliermOnU@ar
missiles the situation is quantitatively and qualitati~ely dif-
ferent. It is easily possible’ for the offense to have in its
possession and ,zeady to launch a n~bex. of missiles that
exceeds the number, of’ important industrial targets to be
attacked by, let.. us say, ii factor. of, 10. Yet the successful
delivery of only one wirhead against. each such target would
result in what most people would consider an effective attack.
Tbus where ‘an atixition rate of only 10 percent formerly
crowned. the defense with succi~, .a’pei+ation rate of OnlY
10’ percent (corresponding to, an “attrition rate of 90 percent)
would give complete success to the offense. The ratio of these
+$@ ratios., ~ 100 to one; in ~ .:qense the task ‘of defense
tin be .Said tb have become two orders of miwnitude more
difficult.

Beyond this .sizmrnary statement of the situation there are
many ge@d, reasons fq’, beliiving that defense against
thermonuclear attack is impossible. On the ewe of attack the
o’ffense can take time to get ready “and to “point up” its
foxiis; the defense,, mbimwhile, must stay on the alert over
periods of yeaii, perpetually ready ‘and” able to fire within
the +ery” f ew tiinbtes available ifter the ‘fiist early warning.
The attacker can pick’ ifs tar&s aid can choose to e6nien-
trati its ftices on some and ignore othem tiie defense must
be, prepared to defend W possible important targets. The
off ense’ may attack the. defense ‘itself; then, as soon as one
weapon gets through,’ the rest have a free ride.

‘:. The hopelessness of the .te.sk of defense is apparent eyen
now in the ‘staiernate of the arms race. A considerable inertia
dram against the movement’ of modern, large-scale, unitary
weapons systems from the stage of research and development
to operational deployment. The dmation and magnitmde of
these en+arprises, whether defensive or offensive, practicality
assure that no system can reach fall deployment under’ the
mantle of secrecy. The designer of the defensive system,
however, cannot begin until he has. learned something about

the properties and. capabilities of the offensive ~syskem. In-
evitably the defense must sthrti the. race a lap” behind. In
recent years, it seems, the’ ‘offense has even gained somewhat
in the speed with which it can put into operation Stratage~S
and devices that nullify the most extraordinary achievement@
in the technology of defense. These general observations are
expensively illustrated in +.he development and obsolescence
of two major U.S. defense systems.

TWO OBSOLETE DEFENSE SYSTEMS

Early in the 1950’s the ,U.S:; set out to erect an impene-
trable defense against a thermonuclear attack by bombers.
The North ArnericW, continent was to be rkiged with a s@-
tem of’ detectors that would, flash’, information back throuSh
the communications” network to, a number of computers. The
computirs were; to figyfe oit.frorn’. thk data what was going
on and” what ought to be “done about it and then fish a
series of, cmiin+qds. @ the various: ‘interceptor systems. In
addition to piloted aircraftj ;tiese @cltided tlie Bornaic (a
guided airbo~e missile] anif’the Nike.Herc@s ‘(a !+lladtic
rocket). By the early 1960’s this “Sage~> system was to be
ready to detect, intercept and destroy the ,h:aviest;atttick
that could’ be “launched rigahk.t”it;

>:~,

The early “1960’s have come nnd yet nothing like tlie capa-
bility planned in the. 1950>s has been attained, Why not?
Time scales stretched. out, subsystems. failed to attain their
planned capabilities and costs .imreiwed. ..Most important,
the offense against which, the system was designed is, not the
offense that actually exists in the early. 19~0’s. Toc@y the
offensive system on both sides is ‘a mixture of missiles and
bombers. The Sage system has,. ‘a relatively smali SUmber
of soft but vital organs completely, vuln&-able to niissile~
a succes+il missile attack on them would give a free ride to
the bombers. As early aS 1958 ‘the” Deps+.@ent Of D&ise
came to re,#ize that this would be the: situation, ahd the
original grtid plan was steadily cut back. ~ other words, .-,
the Sage, system that could ‘have been available, say, @ 1~63 “
and that should have rerntine’d’.usefti,’ at, Ie-ait through the
1960’s would in pr$miple have worked quite well agahst
the offense that existed in the” 1950?s,’

To answer the intercontinental ballistic missile, the De-
parment of Defense launched the ‘development of the Nike-
Zeus system, Nike-Zeus was intended to provide not a de-
fense of the continent @ its perimeter’ but a point defense, of
?pecidc ‘taige$s. TQ be sure, tbe “points” were fairly large-
the regions of population cmic.entration around .50 to 70 of
the couni@’s biggest cities. ‘l’he sjistem” was to de.tic~ ~orn-
ing warlieads, f eedi~ the ~iadti ret.uriM dweitly inh. @ :com-
puters, and latich and guide, a’ int.irceptii missile’ carrying
a nuclear warhead. ~to” intersection: with,. ,the Wajectiry of
each. ,of ,the incoming warheads:. ,.

Nike.Zeus was not desigid” to defend the 1,000 Oq so
smaller centers outside, tbe metropolitan areas’ simply be-
cause there are too mtiy of’ these to be kovere,$ by the re.
sources available for a system so huge and ‘complicated, Nor
was the system designed to defend the retaliatory missiles,
the semrity of these forces being lrusted to the more re-
liable ‘protection of (lisp+sal, .concealmint, mobility ““‘and
number. In ,p’rinciple, the defense of a hardened missile silo
wmdd have presented by, far’ ‘the simplest case f@r “proof
of the effectiveness of ,Nike-Z@@ is adv,a.need by t,hose who
contend that such a system, ,c?nkbe. ,mtadi to. ““woqk.’,” Thei+
would be no ambiguity about the’ location df tfie ttiget of
the incoming warhead. By the” same token Nike-Zius might
have been considered for the defense of a few special defense
posts, such as the headquarters of the Air Def &nse COrn-
niand of the St&egic Aii Comfiand. These special. isises
are so few in number, however, that it had to be” concluded ._.
that the attacker would either,,blast his way through to them
by a concentration of drepotier or” ignore them altogether.

At the time of the oom?eption of the Nike-Zeus system
its designers were confmmted with a co.waratively simple

(Continued on Page 5) .,
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problem, namely that of shooting down the. warheads one
by one. as they presented themselves tithe detectors. Even
this simple problem had to be regarded as essentially un-
solvable, in view of tbe fact that a 90-percent success in
interception constipates .faibme in the inverted terms of
thermonuclear warfare. At fist, therefore, tbe designers of
the offensive system did not take the prospect of an anti-
missile system seiiously. Then the possibility that the prob-
lem of missile interception might be solved in principle gave
them pause. Thereupon the designers of the offense began
to invent a family of “penetration aids;’ that is, decoys and
confusion techniques. The details of these and the plans for
their use are classified, but we underlying principles are
obvious. They include ”light decoys that can be provided in
ISrge numbers but that soon betray their character as “atrno-
spberic sorting” separates them from the beawier decoys
(and. actual warheads) that can be”proiide dinsmaller num-
bersto confuse the defending” detectors down to the Fast
minute. Single rockets can also eject multiple warheads.
Both the decoys and the warheads can be made to present
ambiguous cross sections totbe radar systems. These devices
and stratagems overwhelmed the designed capability of the
Nike-Zeus system and compelled its recent abandonment.

If the installation of the system had proceeded according
to plan, the first Nike-Zeus units would have been operational
within the next year or two. This could bave been celebrated
as a technical milestone. As a means of defense of a sub-
stantial percentage of tbe population, ”however, the system
would not have reached full operational deployment until
the end of the decade. In view of its huge cost the system
should then have looked forward to a decade of usiful life
until, say, the late 1970’s. Thus; in inexorable accordance
with the phase-lag of the defense, the U.S. population was
to be defended a decade too late by a system that might have
been effective in principle (although most probably not in
practice) against the missiles of the early 1960’s.

ToDAY’S OBSOLESCING PROGRAM

The race of the tortoise and the hare has now entered the
next lap with the development of the Nike-X system as suc-
cessor to Nike-Zeus. The Advanced Research projects Agency
of the Department of Defense has been spending somethii
on the order of $200 million a year on’ its so-called Defender
“Program, exploring on the broadest front the principles and
tecbniquas that might prove useful in the attempt@ Sol?e the
antimissile problem. Altliough nothing on the horizon sug-
gests that there is a solution, this kind of work must go for-
ward. It not only serves the forlorn hope of developing an
active antimissile defense but also promotes the continued
development of offensive weapons. The practical fact is that
work on defensive systems turns out to be the best way to
promote invention of the penetration aids that nulfify them.

As tie foregoing discussion makes clear, the problems of
antimissile development am problems in radar, computer
technology, missile propulsion, guidance and control. Tbe
nuclear warheads for the antimissile missile have been ready
for a long time for deliverj’ to the right place at the right
time. Although it is argued that certain refinements in the
existing data about weapons effects are needed, the other
uncertainties all loom much larger than the marginal un-
certainties in these physical effects. The antimissile defense
problem, then, is one in which nuclear testing can Play no
really significant part.

THE USELESS SHELTER

The pursuit of an active defense system demands parallel
effort on” the passive defense, or shelter, front because the
nature of the defense system strongly conditions the tactics
of the offense that is likely to be mounted against it. To take

a perhaps farfetched example, a Nike-Zeus system that PrO-
vided protection for the major population centers might
invite the attacker to concentrate the weight of his assault in
ground bursts on remote militwy installations and unprotected
areas adjacent to cities, relying on massive fallout to imperil
the population centers. This example’ serves also to suggest
how he~~ily the effectiveness of ?PY prosram for sheltering
the cmhan population depends on the tactic? of the attacker.
Fallout sheltsrs by themselves are of no avail if the attacker
chooses to assault the population centel.s directly,

In any speculation about tbe “’kind of attack to which this
country might be exposed it is useful to note where the mili-
tary t.iirgets are located. Must of the missile bases are, in
fact, far from the largest cities. Other key military installa-
tions, however, are not so located. Boston, New York, Phila-
delphia, Seattle, Sam Francisco; Los Angeles (Long Beach)
and San Diego all have important naval bases. Essential
command and control centers are located in and near Denver,
Omaha and Washington, D.C. Therollcrd lcouldbeextended
to include other major cities containing .military installations
that would almost certainly have to be attacked inanymajm
assault on this country. The list does not stop with these;
it is only prudent to suppose still other cities wonld come
under attack, because there”is ?o”way to know in advance
what the strategy may be.

The” only kind of shelter that is being seriously considered
these days, for other than certain key military’ installations,
is the fallout shelter. By definition ‘fallout shelters offer pro-
tection against nothing but fallout and provide virtually no
protection against blast, tire storms and other direct effects.
Some people have tried to calculate the percentage of. the
population that would be saved by fallout shelters in tbe
event of massive attack. Such, calculations always involve
predictions about the form of tbe att+k, but since the form
is unknowable the calculations are nonsensical. Even for the
people protected by fallout shelters the big’ problem .is not
a problem in the physical theory of gamma-ray attanuatiori,
which can be neatly computed, but rather the sociological
problem of the sudden initiation of general ‘chaos, wliich is
not subject to numerical analysis.

Suppose, in spite of all this, the country were to take
fallout shelters seriously and build them in “every city and
town. ,The people living in metropolitan areas that qualify
as targets because they contain ‘essential milita~’ instilla-
tions and the “people ii~g in metropolitan areas that might
be targeted as a matkr of deliberate policy would soon recog.
nize that fallout shelters are brade,quate. That conclwion
would be reinforced by the inevitable reaction from the
other side, whose military planners would. be, comp$ll.ed. $6
consider a massive ciiiliawshelter program as portending a
first strike against’ them. Certainly the military planners
of the U.S. would be remiss if they did not take similti note
of a civilian-shelter program in the U.S.S.R. As a s+ep in
the escalation of the arms. Tam toward the ultimate outbreak
of war, the fallout shelter would lead inevitably to the blast
shelter. Even. with large numbers of blast shelters built and
evenly distributed throughout: the metropolitan community,
people would soon realize that shelters alone are not enough.
Accidental alarms, even in tautly disciplined .militm.y imtal-
lations, have shown that people do not alyays take early
warnings seriously. Even if .the,y did, a 15-minute “early”
warning provides less than enough time to seal the popula.
tion into shelters. Accordingly, the logical next step is the
live-in and work-in blast shelter leading to still further dis-
ruption and distortion of civilization. There is no logical
termination of the line of reasoning that starts with belief
in the usefulness of fallout shelters; the logic of this attempt
to solve the problem of national. security leads to a diverging
series of ever more grotesque measures. This is to say, in
so many words, that if the arms race continues and resumes
its former accelerating tempo, 1984 is more than just a date
on the calendar 20 gears hence.

(Continued on Page 6)
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Ever since shortly after World War 11 the military power
of the U.S. has been steadily increasing. Throughout this
same period the national security of the U.S. has been rapidly
and inexorably diminishing. In the early 1950’s the U.S.S.R.,
on the basis of its own unilateral decision and determina-
tion to accept the inevitable retaliation, could have launched
an attack against the U.S. with bombers carrying fission
bombs. Some of these bombers would have penetrated our
defenses. ‘and the American casualties would have numbered
in the. millions. In the later 1950’s again on its own sole
decision and determination to accept the inevitable massive
retaliation, tbe U.S.S.R. eonId have launched an attack against
the U.S. using more ‘ad better bombers,. this time carrying
thermonuclear bombs. Some ~f these homhers would have
penetrated our defenses md the American camalties’ mmld
have numbered in the tens of millions.

Today the U.S;S.R., again on the basis of ‘its own de-iision
and determination to accept the inevitable retaliation, could
launch an attack on the U.S. using intercontinental missiles
and bombers” carrying ‘thermonuclear weapons. This time
the number of American casualties could very well be on
the order of 100 millioi.

The steady decrease m national security did not remit
from any inaction on the part of responsible U.S. military
and civilian authorities. It’ resulted from the systematic
exploitation of the products of modern science and technology
by the U.S.S.R. The air defenses deployed by the U.S. during
the 1950’s would have reduced the number of casualties the
country might. have otherwise sustraina, but their existence
did not substantially modify this picture. Nor could it haye
been altered by any other defense measures that might have
been taken but that for one reason or another were not
taken.

From the Soviet point of view the picture is similar but
much worse. The military power of the U. S.SiR. ‘has been
steadily increasing since it became an atomic power in 1949.
Soviet national semrity, however, has been steadily decreas-
ing. Hypothetically tbe U.S. could unilaterally decide to de-
stroy the U. S.S:R. and the U. SiS.R. would be absolutely
powerless to prevent it. That country c&dd only, at best,
seek,~ wreak revenge through whatever retaliatory m,pabil.
ity it might then have left.

Both sides in the arms race are thus confronted by the
dilemma wf -*?dily increasing military po%xer and W@sdily’
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decreasing national, security. It b wv considered p~ofewdond
j’%dgmext that th+ d<lem.+ has no technical Solutaon. If the
great powers continue to look for solutions in the area of
science and technolo~. only, the result will be to worsen the
situation. The clearly, predicable course of the arms race’%,
a stea’dy open spiral dotiward into oblivion.

We are optimistic, on” the other hand, that there is a solu-
tion to this dilemma. The partial nuclew-test ban, we hope
and believe, is truly an importint first step toward finding
a solution in an area where a solution may exist. A next
logical step would be the conclusion of a comprehensive test
ban such as that on which the great powers came close to
agreement more than once during 10 long years of negotia-
tion in Geneva., The policing and. inspection, prcxedmea so
nearly agreed on in those parleys would set significant
precedents and lay the foundations, of niut@ confidence for
proceeding thereafter to actual disarmament.

,A

CHINESE BOMB TSST ~~

(,Continued, from Page 1)

that all such projects were greatly delayed by the Soviet
cutoff of aid to China in 1960.
,.

On the international scene, ”the test is likely to give the
Communist Chinese regime a bigger role in world councils.
While the U.S. stands determined that China should not
blast its way into the United Nations, the prospects are
for greater demands for her’ participation both in’ the UN
and in disarmament negotiations. In the longer run, China%
program may tilt the scales for other, countiies which have
not yet decided to build nuclear weapons: India is reportedly
now considering i weapons program. (N.Y. “Times, 10717,
10/22 ; Wash. Post, 10/25.)
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